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1. Introduction

Transferring of the heat in supercritical fluid media nowadays is considering one of the most important technologies in heat transfer applications such as power plants especially when the fluid is water. When the conductors cooled by fluid to the closed critical points, it has called superconductivity. Many applications are using the supercritical fluids for the cooling blade of the gas turbine, cables of power transmission, elements of the supercomputer, etc. one of the famous ways to cool the military aircraft and rockets is fuel as a supercritical fluid. Many complex industrial applications suffer from catalytic breakdown due to the effects of coke as well as side reactions simultaneously. Therefore, the supercritical media being one of the important processes to avoid failure especially it contains many advantages such as no tension in the surface, no phase interaction, and no capillary influence. Also, these benefits lead to porous structure penetration as well as to heterogeneous catalytic regeneration and to avoid synthesis problems [1-4]. Moreover, supercritical fluids are considered as a way to increase the roughness of surfaces and analyze the free surface energy of the tissue when being not wet, and contact at high water higher than 150 [5]. Different fins in mini-tube by mixing convection heat transfer to supercritical carbon dioxide media experimentally was studied reference [6] indicated the influence of mass flow rate, the temperature of inlet and heat flux for mini-tube in addition to the factor of friction, improve efficiency, the correlation for Nusselt number and criteria of performance evaluation. Experimental verification has been done by Pei-Xue Jiang [7] in the vertical mini tube using supercritical CO2 to study the heat transfer by convection in addition to use porous media. S.M. Liao and T.S. Zhao [8] through
the experimental data investigated experimentally the heat transfer by convection at horizontal and vertical mini tubes of supercritical CO₂ and they worked on developing the correlations for Nusselt number to transfer the heat by convection. Examine the coefficient of heat transfer for supercritical CO₂ has been done by Yoon et al. [9] experimentally for normal tubes during the cooling process. The tube diameter was more than 2 mm and the main suggestion was the correlations not forecasted the measured data. Nowadays, the importance of flowing the supercritical fluids in mini tubes raised significantly in many papers. In gas coolers of trans-critical CO₂, Pettersen et al. [10] predicted the coefficient of heat transfer by Gnielinski’s correlation. Liao and Zhao [11] used flowing of supercritical CO₂ experimentally in theoretical estimation. Yoon et al. Jiang et al. [12] conducted the mini tube in the vertical position by studying the experimental and numerical heat transfer by convection for supercritical CO₂. Asnari [13] tested the heat transfer by convection in the micro and mini tubes under the cooling process numerically with turbulent flowing the CO₂ in supercritical pressure conditions. He et al. [14] suggested a correlation of heat transfer and inspected at low Reynolds number and turbulent flow the performance of combined tube (micro and mini) after proving that the large diameter of the tube cannot forecast the correlation in the mini tube. A review paper dealt with all correlation based on coefficient of heat transfer under supercritical CO₂ has been conducted by Luisa F. Cabeza [15] in heat exchanger applications and discussed. The paper has taken into consideration many shapes and positions of tubes such as vertical and horizontal, straight and oblique, open and closed-loop circular pipe, many dimensions for the mini tube. The main conclusion for this paper was each geometry gave a different correlation and this field needs more study. Nasr et al. [16] used an experiment circular cylinder with a spherical particles package bed to study the forced heat transfer that led to enhance the Nusselt number compared with aluminum spheres up to 7 times. Both researchers [17] and [18] used the porous media technique for flat plate channels to investigate the heat transfer experimentally and the results showed that the proposed technique increased the coefficient of heat transfer from 5 to 10 times. Another notice was the increase due to the resistance in hydraulic at high fluxed of heat up to 4 x 10⁷ W/m² when using single-phase water. The importance of viscosity should be taken into consideration at varying or temperature drop as argued Lai and Kulacki [19]. Jiang et al. [20] investigated the heat transfer behavior with porous media numerically at different parameters which are; buoyancy, the thermal conductivity of solid particles, variable properties, and particle diameter. At very high heat fluxes, one cannot neglect the effect of buoyancy in addition to affecting the variable properties and supercritical pressure on heat transfer. Finally, the current work studied the characteristics of heat transfer and the performance of heat transfer in the mini vertical tube and porous media under supercritical fluid modification solvent to meet this field at many scales. The scaling principle behavior of integral heat transfer will be studied for pipe in the vertical position to investigate the system performance with taking into consideration the flowing of supercritical CO₂ and compare the experimental results with heat flux uniform distribution.

2. Experimental work

The experimental setup was done in this work with integrated measurement devices for studying the heat transfer behavior with porous media and CO₂ at forwarding fluid flow in vertical mini-tube as shown in Figure 1(a,b,c).

The system consisted of CO₂ cylinder with pure carbon of 99.7 %, compressed Ammonia gas for the refrigerant system which the gas firstly heats by coil after compressing it by the compressor, then the gas condenses and converts to from orange color to blue dark color as a fluid by evaporating pressure. The expansion valve uses to pass the gas from high pressure to low pressure by a small hole and reaches the boiling degree. Then the liquid transfer to the lite blue as gas again due to evaporation and the temperature of vaporized ammonia value up to – 27 °C. The cycle will be repeated inside the system by compressing it and heat again. Based on the ethylene glycol as a coolant has high efficiency, low cost, reduce and control the temperature in bi-directions, high thermal capacity and not as a side effect on the environment, it's proposed to be the coolant gas which is considered one of the most important parts in the system. Other advantages of the coolant gas are not harmful to the system, which means keep the system against corrosion, an Inactive chemical element, increases the system age, insulates the electricity in some times, and not need to maintain it for a long time. To control the flow in bi-direction, a valve-type standard needle has been used especially for high pressure that carries up to 200 bar and withstands temperatures from -10 to 200 °C. Also, the valve opens fully less than 3½ /2 cycle. To carry the high pressure and temperature, tools (springs, handle that used to prevent the gas leakage, and fixed screws) in this work made from stainless steel. A heavy-duty two pieces have been utilized to make the stem adaptive and reliable. In addition, packing gland/body thread employed for vibrating resistance with weep hole double side to easily discover the system leakage. One of the important measurement systems used in this work is manometers type Bourdon (PG23HP) made in Germany that used for pressure measuring. The characteristics of the manometer are measuring the high pressure up to 500 bar with an accuracy of 1 %. Many procedures have been taken into consideration to protect the system and components from failure and leakage, one of these procedures is used from the front side of the actuator. The reliability of instrument measurement has been taken into consideration to make sure that the instrument working well without leakage and compatible with the work environment. Therefore, the static and dynamic pressure is measured in bi-direction flow. Also, mass flow rate type TSI of 5210-7 with accuracy 2 % utilized in this work that has a wide measuring range from 0-30 L/ min to measure the differential pressure between two points in one line.

Many sensors have been built inside the system such as pressure and temperature sensors to get accurate data. So, total and absolute pressure and temperature have been measured, to measure the volume by totalizer measurement that depends on temperature and pressure tigers. All data have been recorded by the data logger and displayed four reading timely and directly for gas volume using touchable and cooler screen, temperatures, and pressures for supercritical CO₂ system. On the other hand, the FLO-Sight program has been used after installing and setting it to operate the gas flow meter by computer using couple. An analogy linear sensor type Lm35 was used to measure the temperatures set by each 1 °C equal to 10 mv. Moreover, thermocouples type k with linear sensitivity of 41 µV/°C also used that made from chrome–alumel to measure the temperature
reading from -200 to 1350 °C for high-temperature readings which depends on the thermoelectric concept (variable resistances). To derive the control process, the microcontroller device used in this work is Arduino Uno that provides an input voltage from 0 to 5 V and stores 0-1023 as a 10 bit. But due to some sensors depends on the changing in resistance on semiconductors; some difference in reading has been noticed. The filter housing that used in this paper is made from carbon steel to filter the CO₂. This filter can resist pressure up to 100 bars. The wires have been covered in this work by the Nichrome heating element strips with length 10 m that composited from 20 % of Chromium and 80 % of Nickel to protect the wires during high temperatures and pressures from breaking or burning. The other advantage of the Nichrome heating element is to resist the oxidation by creating the chromium oxide layer at the first time of heating in addition to carries the power of about 1500 W and current about 6.8 A. A Variac device is used to provide an adequate voltage which is an AC transformer 520T-10-14 lbs. this device can provide an output voltage from 0 to 130 V and output current of 10 A and consumes input voltage of 110 V with the number of connection pins of 3 and output sockets of 3.

To insulate the system thermally, Cellulose has been utilized which is considering a friend to the environment and high insulation performance. Cellulose is containing from paper fibers and produced from recycling about 75 % to 85%. The remained percentage (15%) is made for boric acid or ammonium sulfate as a fire retardant due to it doesn’t have oxygen and all composition of Cellulose are compressed. Therefore, the type of material uses for fire resistance and decrease fire damage. The test section has manufactured from pure copper with atomic number 29 about 99.5% in addition to other characteristics such as high conductivity for electricity, high conductivity for thermal high, cheap and easy to configuration due to its malleable and ductile. The uncovered surface cooler of the copper has a pinkish-orange color. Finally, pure copper was a successful material and widely uses in different applications like marine equipment, manufacturing devices, coins, etc. therefore, it’s proposed in the experimental work to manufacture the test section.

![Figure 1: (a)Experimental setup of supercritical carbon dioxide (Photo)](image-url)
To calculate the local tube of inter-surface temperature [24], the equation below has used.

\[ T_{wi} = T_{wo} + \left( \frac{q}{16k} \right) (d_o - d_i)^2 + \left( \frac{q}{8k} d_i^2 \right) \ln \frac{T_{wi}}{T_f} \]  

(1)

Eq. (2) has used to calculate the coefficient of local heat transfer

\[ h_x = \frac{q}{(T_{wi} - T_f)(x)} \]  

(2)

While Eq. (2) was used at each axial location to calculate the Nusselt number.

\[ Nu = \frac{h_x d}{k_f} \]  

(3)

To calculate the enthalpy of local bulk fluid, Eq. (4) has been used and to calculate the temperature of local bulk fluid later.

\[ h_{fb} = h_{fo} + \frac{na dx}{m} \]  

(4)

The mean heat transfer coefficient was calculated as:

\[ h = \frac{q}{T_{wi} - T_f} \]  

(5)

Eq. (6) uses to calculate the mean Nusselt number in the tubes

\[ Nu = \frac{hd}{k_f} \]  

(6)

While the temperature of all local walls has calculated based on calculating the heat transfer surface mean temperature as shown below.

\[ T_m = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (T_{wi}\Delta x)/L \]  

(7)

Finally, to estimate the Reynolds number, the equation below has used.

\[ Re = \frac{4m}{d \mu} \]  

(8)

3. Experimental validation

Many forms of comparisons have been made in this study such as comparing the heat transfer by convection of empty tube and with established correlations. Also, the comparison consisted of evaluating the system with many formulas by Grigoriev [23] and Krasnoshechekov, Protopopov [21,22] for the empty tube by estimate the values of Nusselt numbers for in transition and turbulent heat transfer by convection.

\[ \frac{Nu_a}{Nu(t_2)} = \frac{1}{E_1 E_2 \left( \frac{t_2}{t_1} \right)} \]  

(9)

Where:

\[ E_1 = Re_f^{-0.15} Pr_f^{-0.4} \left( \frac{X}{d} \right)^{-0.6} + 1e^{-0.3 Re_f^{0.1} \left( \frac{X}{d} \right)} \]

\[ E_2 = \left( \frac{c_p}{c_{pb}} \right)^n \left( \frac{\rho_w}{\rho_b} \right)^n \]

\[ c_p = \int_{T_b}^{T_w} \frac{c_p}{T_w - T_b} dT = \frac{h_w - h_b}{T_w - T_b} \]

4. Convection heat transfer in the Empty mini-tube with pure CO₂

The effect of coefficient for local heat transfer and temperature have been presented in Figures 2(a,b) and 3(a,b) in addition to present the distribution of wall temperature and fluids. Based on Figure 2(a,b), a small variation in the temperature of fluids has been noticed due to a small heat flux. Also, the temperature of pseudo-critical was larger than the temperature of
bulk fluid when the temperature of the inlet was less than it (temperatures of inlet equal to 33, 38, and 40 °C). Moreover, a few effects were noticed on the coefficient of local heat transfer by the temperature of the inlet due to a few differences between the temperature of bulk fluid and temperatures of the wall. The current experimental outcomes when the temperatures of inlet equal to 33, 38, and 40 °C were pretty closed compared with the estimated outcomes Equation (9). But, the temperatures of the wall throughout the tube were noticed higher than the Tpc (43 °C) due to the temperature of pseudo-critical lower than 52 °C of temperature inlet. The coefficient of local heat transfer was noticed lower than those when the temperature of the inlet lower than Tpc (about 2-fold). The great similarity of the results of Equation (9) and the temperature of the inlet at 52 °C also observed. According to Fig. 3(a,b), the fluxes of heat for the data were larger due to the larger variations of fluid temperatures compared with Fig. 2. (a,b) When Tpc larger than the temperatures of the inlet, the outcomes of data for these various temperatures of the inlet were similar. On the other point of view, the outcomes of experimental work greatly vary from the estimated correlation outcomes in equation (9) due to the high difference between the temperature of the bulk fluid and the temperature of the wall. When the Tpc lower than the 49 °C as a temperature of the inlet, Tpc also lower than the temperatures of the wall and the temperature fluid bulk which is 43 °C. The coefficient of local heat transfer was noticed lower than those when the temperature of inlet 43 °C lower than Tpc. The experimental results for high inlet temperatures were similar to the results calculated using Eq. (9). It can be seen a pretty accurate for Eq. (9) when the Tpc larger than the temperatures of fluid bulk for Figures 2(a,b) and 3(a,b). Also, a small difference between the temperatures of bulk fluid and the temperature of the wall can be seen at large rates of mass flow and low fluxes of heat. When the Tpc lower than the temperatures of fluid bulk, a large difference can be seen between the temperatures of bulk fluid and the temperature of the wall. However, when the Tpc larger than the temperatures of fluid bulk and the large differences between the temperatures of bulk fluid and temperature of the wall at small flow rates or large heat fluxes, Eq. (9) cannot forecast precisely the experimental data.

Figure 4(a,b) shows the effect of different rates of mass flow with the temperatures of bulk fluid, temperatures of the wall, and coefficient of the local heat transfer in the mini tube. It can show that the values of the temperatures of bulk fluid and temperature of wall lower than the Tpc (43 oC) and the fluxes of heat is small. The experimental outcomes at different rates of mass flow are compatible with correlation outcomes in equation (9). It also notices that the large rates of mass flow don’t mean intensive heat transfer by convection at supercritical pressures. According to Fig 3 at super-critical pressures, curve 4 higher rates of mass flow compared with curve 3 despite the coefficient of heat transfer for curve 4 lower than curve 3. Thus, the strong and main affection of the heat transfer by convection was the temperature of the inlet, the flux of heat, and the rate of mass flow.
Figure 4: (a) Effect Local heat transfer coefficients for different mass flow rates (b) Effect fluid and wall temperatures for different mass flow rates

Figure 5: (a) Effect Local heat transfer coefficients for different heat flux (b) Effect fluid and wall temperatures for different heat fluxes

Figure 5(a,b) shows the flux of heat effect on the temperatures of bulk fluid, temperatures of the wall, and coefficient of the local heat transfer in the mini tube. For different fluxes of heat, the coefficients of heat transfer also very different at the same temperature of inlet and rate of mass low because of the different thermophysical properties for super-critical conditions. When the fluxes of heat are highest and equal to $1.1 \times 10^5$ W/m$^2$ and $8.3 \times 10^4$ W/m$^2$, the correlation and experimental coefficient of heat transfer be lower than those when the heat flux equal to $4.65 \times 10^4$ W/m$^2$. Due to the same reason above despite the coefficients of heat transfer measured experimentally at the flux of heat equal to $8.3 \times 10^4$ W/m$^2$ are lower than those when the flux of heat equal to $1.1 \times 10^5$ W/m$^2$. Also, the outcomes of correlation for the flux of heat equal to $8.3 \times 10^4$ W/m$^2$ and coefficient of heat transfer were lower than those when the flux of heat equal to $1.1 \times 10^5$ W/m$^2$.

5. Convection heat transfer in a porous tube with pure CO$_2$

This section presents and discusses the experimental work results to evaluate the system performance based on supercritical CO2 and porous media of 0.5 porosity and 8 mm for tube diameter in the vertical position on the heat transfer characteristics. Figures 2 to 4 show the coefficient of heat transfer with measured temperature of the wall for solid symbols and temperature of bulk fluid for hollow symbols. Figure 6 presents the inlet temperature effect on the coefficient of local heat transfer in addition to present the temperatures of bulk fluid and wall distribution. At pressure 9 MPa, the temperature of pseudo-critical was 38 °C for CO2. For the same pressure in addition to the same heat flux, mass flow rate, one of the important notices the significant effect of inlet temperature on heat transfer. The reason behind that the variable thermophysical properties. When $T_p$ equal to 42 °C and lower than the inlet temperature, the same behavior (greater than $T_p$) along the tube for temperatures of the wall. When the $T_p$ larger than the inlet temperature or around it, a lower value of about 4-fold was for the coefficient of heat transfer.

Heat flux effect on the coefficient of heat transfer and temperatures of wall and fluid bulk have presented in Figure. 7 using porous media and supercritical CO2. When the heat flux (2600 W/m$^2$) below, the coefficients of heat transfer also being low and opposite. Another statement is that an increase in the coefficient of heat transfer leads to an increase in the temperature of the heat flux. The reason for that is using of the porous media with the acceleration inflow when the temperature of pseudo-critical closed to fluid bulk temperature and lower than the temperature of the wall. All the previous results have been noticed when the range of the Reynolds numbers between 2300 to 3300 and a little influence has been noticed for turbulence on the fluid flow acceleration at small size (0.5) for porosity. On the other hand, when the heat flux be highest at 29000 W/m$^2$, the
coefficient of heat transfer be less compared with the case of the lowest heat flux at 16000 W/m². Where, it may be considering that the thermophysical properties were the main reason for the system behavior in addition that the temperatures of wall and fluid bulk were much larger than Tpc with the heat flux of (29000 W/m²).

Mass flow rate effect on the coefficient of heat transfer and temperatures of wall and fluid bulk have presented in Figure 8 using porous media and supercritical CO₂. It has been observed that the heat transfer always has not an intensity compared with the high mass flow rate because of the sound effect of the thermophysical properties on the convection heat transfer.
6. Convection heat transfer in a porous tube with pure CO$_2$ + SOLVENT

The environmentally benign nature of carbon dioxide comes from its very stable molecular bonds, which in turn do not provide high polarity. A carbon dioxide molecule has only a weak quadrupole moment, due to minor charge separation on oxygen and carbon atoms. Hence, the molecular interaction with most polar and heavy substances of interest is minor, providing only a weak solvent power. If needed, a small amount of cosolvent (also termed as entrainer or modifier) is added to enhance polarity and affinity with solutes. In many applications, however, the design limitation is the solubility of the substance in supercritical carbon dioxide. Therefore, the solubility data are essential both for the initial feasibility study and final process design [1-6]. The study focused on the following polar additives: Acetone, Ethanol, Methanol, Chloroform, and Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). The highest degree of heat transfer is provided when using Acetone as a co-solvent. It is this cosolvent that has the highest polarity (4.05 Debye) in comparison with the rest of the substances considered (ethanol - 2.13 Debye, methanol - 1.71 Debye, chloroform - 1.14 Debye, Dimethyl sulfoxide- 1.12 Debye), which and allows the most complete extraction of polar compounds [24]. Based on the above, in the second series of experiments, a study was carried out to establish the optimal nature of the cosolvent and the most appropriate value of its concentration. The best heat transfer was at a concentration of 5% acetone the results of which are shown in Figure 9.

![Figure 9: Variable of heat transfer coefficient with Solvent concentration](image_url)

![Figure 10: Coefficients of heat transfer distribution with temperatures of wall and bulk fluid at different inlet temperature](image_url)

![Figure 11: Coefficients of heat transfer distribution with temperatures of wall and bulk fluid at different heat fluxes](image_url)
7. Conclusion

A porous media with solvent CO₂ has been proposed to investigate the convection heat transfer performance at supercritical pressure in mini-tubes as well as a comparison of the results with empty tubes experimentally. After measuring the different parameters such as fluid bulk and wall temperatures, properties of the thermophysical variable and coefficient of heat transfer have been conducted. Many conclusions can be obtained in this work. In the beginning, convection heat transfer is not always more intensive for larger mass flow rates in porous and empty tubes. Also, a strong effect has been noticed on the convection heat transfer due to mass flow rate, inlet temperature, and heat flux. On the other hand, for both cases (with and without porous media), the coefficient of heat transfer be affected based on the relationship between inlet temperature and Tpc. In detail, if the inlet temperature being much higher than the Tpc, the coefficient of heat transfer is a little lower than the case if the inlet temperature is lower than the Tpc. In another conclusion, similar heat transfer coefficients have been observed between experimental results and correlation outcomes in Equation 9 in the case of small heat flux. In addition, heat transfer coefficients were few differences between high and low heat fluxes for the tube with porous media, but different behavior for the empty tube. Increase the heat flux with porous media case led to increasing the heat transfer coefficient due to fluid flow acceleration. A complex effect has been observed for heat flux especially at the high value on coefficient heat transfer and the reason for this is attributed to thermophysical properties variation. In an empty tube, the buoyancy was increased at high heat.
fluxes and led to a decrease in the heat transfer turbulent. heat transfer coefficient was bigger about 4 times (20%) when using the porous media tube compared with the empty type in case of using a 5% of acetone solvent. Finally, these results can be verified numerically to enhance the model physically.

**Nomenclature**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c_p$</td>
<td>specific heat at constant pressure [J/(kg K)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>diameter of tube (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>acceleration gravitational (m/s²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>flow rate mass (kg/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>coefficient of mean heat transfer (W/(m² K))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{f,o,b}$</td>
<td>bulk and inlet fluid specific enthalpy (J/kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Nu$</td>
<td>Nusselt number $\frac{h_{b}}{\mu}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>pressure (N/m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re$</td>
<td>Reynolds number $4 \pi d \mu$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>temperature (°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{pc}$</td>
<td>pseudo-critical temperature (°C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Greek symbols**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>density (kg/m³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>viscosity dynamic (kg/(m s))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Subscripts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscript</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>bulk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i$</td>
<td>inner surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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